Given only a finite ensemble of identically prepared particles, how precisely can one determine their states'? We describe optimal measurement procedures in the case of spin 1/2 particles. Furthermore, we prove that optimal measurement procedures must necessarily view the ensemble as a single composite system rather than as the sum of its components, i.e. , optimal measurements cannot be realized by separate measurements on each particle. We now turn to the specific problem considered in the introduction.
A basic assumption of quantum mechanics is that if an infinite ensemble of identically prepared particles is given the quantum state of the particles can be determined exactly. But in practice one never encounters such infinite ensembles, and very often they are not even large (statistical). Given such a finite ensemble its state can only be determined approximately.
How much knowledge can be obtained from such finite ensembles? How quickly does one approach exact knowledge as the system becomes large? What experimental strategies furnish the maximum knowledge? We solve these problems in some particular cases. This is not of academic interest only. The solution to such problems is expected to lead to applications in the fields of quantum information transmission, quantum cryptography, and quantum computation.
A fundamental question related to the above has been raised by Peres and Wootters [I] . Is 8) where M i(gg, pg) = sinO dO dp (N, , lm) (m'lN") 4m X S(O, p;Og, qg).
Upon finding the measuring device to be in the state g, one guesses a direction of polarization O~, p~a nd obtains a score S = S(0, p; H~, rp~) = cos (n/2), as explained in the introduction.
We have finally arrived at the mathematical formulation of our problem. We have to maximize the average score s"-$ sinO dO dp P(N, , ; E)S(~, V;~g.~j) . (9) with the unitary constraints (written in the reading basis (2) We now exhibit optical experiments that attain the score S~= (N + 1)/(N + 2), thereby proving that this upper bound on the score can be realized.
In the case N = 1, one experiment (among many) that attains the score of 2/3 is realized by measuring the projection of the spin along a given axis, say the g axis (a Stern-Gerlach experiment), and according to whether the spin is found to be polarized along the +g or -p direction, to guess that this is the direction along which it is polarized. Putting it all together one that such finite dimensional optimal measurements exist in the general case (N spins) but have not been able to construct one explicitly. However, allowing for an infinite set of possible outcomes and using the spherical symmetry inherent to our problem, a measurement that attains the optimal score 51',"", "canbe constructed [5] . dO dp sinO 
